WARM MAGNETS COMMISSIONING POINT 6
HARDWARE COMMISSIONING COORDINATION

NEXT RAT meeting
Friday 21.09
08:30 in Point 6 Bld.2685-1st floor

September 3rd, 2007

Present: Maria Paz Casas Lino, Pierre Dahlen, Jacky Mazet, Hugues Thiesen.

Point 6 – Contact HCC: María Paz Casas / Mirko Pojer

1. An intervention of TS/EL on a WIC cable connector was pending and required before starting the WIC tests. (Done just before starting the tests the 3rd September)
2. A verification in the water flow was requested to TS/CV, it was verified that there was water circulation. (Done just before starting the tests the 3rd September)
3. During the VIC carried out on Friday 31st August, mainly due to a potential risk of the bake out cables already installed, it was decided to have the bake out done before the warm magnets heat run. Therefore the tests will be interrupted at the end of week 36 and the bake out will start next week, 37. Planning will confirm if the tests can re-start in week 39.
4. On Friday 31st August after the VIC, Hugues realized that the converters were not ready to start the tests. Therefore it was agreed:
   a. To perform the WELQA and WIC Magnets tests during week 36. (Done)
   b. The power converters will not be ready to carry out the WIC PC before Wednesday 5th September. (Not Done, converters not ready)

Maria Paz for the Hardware Commissioning Coordination